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Address Speed Tech Corp. 
568, Sec 1, Min-Sheng N. Rd., Kwei-Shan 
Taoyuan Hsien 33393

Country Taiwan, R.O.C.

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Speedtech Corporation is professional organization to deal with solar cell module and relevant product within investigation, developing, manufacture
and selling. The main product of company operation can divide into six key items; 1.Solar Street Light: introduce “all in one” concept (panel, light,
battery, controller and housing together) to exploit in variety molding, according to the principle part on top that avoid moist lead to broken as well as
avert battery be stolen, besides, we obtained it’s patent of structure design in countries. 2.Light Bar: not only possesses high practicability and
portability, but also in easy installation, meanwhile, acquires patents in countries. It can be applied widely in occasions. 3.Portable Power Bank:
provide with radio, speaker, antenna, clock, light and meter…etc, diverse options of function could be added by selection. 4.Road Safety Warning
Light: be made in multiform products, such as varied warning light, indication light, speed limited sign etc. 5.Garden Light: there are options of lighting
colour and pillar could be chosen by customer to apply in places as park, community and private garden. 6.Solar Panel: we can manufacture both 5’’
mono and 6’’ poly cell in different voltage and size which depend on customer requirement. These superior products have been sold to over 35
countries in the world and get very good response. Integrity, discipline and responsibility are managing philosophy of Speedtech, in order to achieve
effectiveness in solar business, we enthusiastic to develop technical knowledge and concrete skill to contribute for public.
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